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Abstract This study demonstrates the potential of racial

identity to moderate how gain and loss-framed messaging,

as well as culturally-targeted messaging, can affect recep-

tivity to preventive health screening. African–Americans

(N = 132) who were noncompliant with recommended

colorectal cancer (CRC) screening completed a measure of

racial identity centrality—encompassing the extent to

which racial identity is a core component of self-concept—

and then participated in an online education module about

CRC screening, during which either gain or loss-framed

messaging was introduced. Half of African–Americans

were also exposed to a culturally-targeted self-help mes-

sage about preventing CRC. Theory of Planned Behavior

measures of attitudes, normative beliefs, perceived behav-

ioral control, and intentions to obtain a CRC screen served

as outcomes. Results confirmed that effects of messaging

on receptivity to CRC screening depended on racial iden-

tity. Among low racial identity African Americans, gain-

framed messaging most effectively increased normative

beliefs about obtaining CRC screening, whereas among

high racial identity African Americans loss-framed mes-

saging was most compelling. However, these effects most

strongly emerged when culturally-targeted self-help mes-

saging was included. We discuss implications for health

disparities theory and research, including a potential to

simultaneously deploy culturally-targeted and tailored

messaging based on racial identity.
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Introduction

Over one million individuals are diagnosed with colorectal

cancer (CRC) each year, and in the United States, CRC

remains the second leading cause of cancer-related death

(ACS, 2017). CRC is especially burdensome for African–

Americans, who have the highest CRC incidence and death

rate of any ethnic group in the United States (ACS, 2016).

Primary prevention and health promotion both contribute

to disparities in CRC incidence and mortality. However,

CRC disparity among African–Americans is largely

attributable to lower and slower rates of CRC screening

(ACS, 2016; CDC, 2005). Better promoting uptake of CRC

screening among African–Americans is therefore critical.

The current research examined how gain and loss-framed

messaging, as well as culturally-targeted self-help mes-

saging can be used to bolster African–Americans recep-

tivity to CRC screening. Extending our previous research

in this area (Lucas et al., 2016), we presently consider

whether the effectiveness of these messaging approaches

further depends on individual differences in racial identity.
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In doing so, we suggest that racial health disparities

stemming from behavioral prevention might be addressed

by simultaneously deploying culturally-targeted and tai-

lored health communication.

Message-framing and culturally-targeted messaging

Message-framing strategies were originally derived from

prospect theory, which describes how people make choices

between alternatives that involve risk (Kahneman &

Tversky, 1979). Among its insights, prospect theory high-

lights that risk tolerance may be influenced by presenting

risk information to individuals through gain and loss

framings (Kahneman, 2003). Gain-framings of risk

emphasize potential benefits to be gained from taking

action and motivate preferences for risk-aversion, whereas

loss-framings highlight potential costs that could result

from inaction and motivate risk-taking. Rothman and Sal-

ovey (1997) adopted prospect theory to suggest strategies

for encouraging prevention and detection health behaviors.

Prevention behaviors, such as exercise or healthy eating,

typically convey certain health benefits, such that individ-

uals may be better persuaded to perform them when gain-

framed messages are used. Alternatively, and because they

are psychologically risky to individuals through their

potential to reveal an illness, detection (screening) behav-

ior is better compelled by loss-framed messaging, which

encourages risk-taking. Meta-analytic reviews confirm that

loss-framed messaging is indeed associated with a small,

but discernible overall increase in detection health behav-

ior, including cancer screening (Gallagher & Updegraff,

2012; O’Keefe & Jensen, 2009).

Although there is some support for theoretically pre-

dicted message-framing effects (though see Van’t Riet

et al., 2016), evidence that loss-frames increase detection

behavior among African–American is sparse (Banks et al.,

1995; Lauver & Rubin, 1990; Schneider, 2006; Schneider

et al., 2001). Critically important, Lucas et al. (2016)

showed that loss-framed messaging carries a potential to

adversely influence African–American screening behavior.

Consistent with prior research, White Americans in this

study reported greater perceived personal control over

obtaining CRC screening when exposed to a loss-framed

message, in which the consequences of not being screened

for CRC were underscored. However, African Americans

reported greater perceived personal control when exposed

to a gain-framed message, in which the benefits of being

screened for CRC were emphasized. The adverse effect of

loss-framed messaging on African Americans’ was medi-

ated by arousal of perceived racism (see also Nicholson

et al., 2008). Thus, Lucas et al. (2016) demonstrate not

only the potential for a profound cultural difference in

theoretically predicted message-framing effects, but also

that culturally-oriented cognition and emotion can be

affected by message-framing in ways that alter the effects

of this messaging (for related research, Ferrer et al., 2012).

In tandem to demonstrating an overlooked cultural dif-

ference, Lucas et al. (2016) also showed that the effects of

message-framing on African Americans can be altered by a

simultaneous use of culturally-targeted messaging.

Whereas a stand-alone (i.e., untargeted) loss-framed mes-

sage increased perceived racism and reduced perceived

control over CRC screening, including a culturally-targeted

self-help message, in which the potential to overcome

racial disparities in CRC through ensuring that one is

personally screened (c.f. Neighbors et al., 1994, 2012),

mitigated these effects. Moreover, pairing a culturally

targeted self-help message with loss-framing promoted

perceived personal control over CRC screening equal to the

level achieved through use of a stand-alone gain-framed

message. These additional findings resonate with a vast

literature supporting the use of culturally-targeted mes-

saging strategies (Kreuter et al., 2003; Sherman et al.,

2011; Uskul & Oyserman, 2010), including to encourage

preventive health behavior among African–Americans

(Kreuter et al., 2004; Kreuter & Haughton, 2006). Such

findings also suggest that developing culturally-targeted

versions of general communication approaches may bolster

effectiveness with racial minorities.

Tailored-messaging and racial identity

In the health disparities literature, momentum is increas-

ingly shifting away from targeted intervention approaches

to those that endeavor to be tailored (Kreuter et al., 2013;

Rimer & Kreuter, 2006). Whereas targeted approaches are

formulated based on group-level characteristics shared by

all members of a population, tailored interventions attend

to individual-level characteristics (Kreuter et al., 2003). A

key strength of tailoring is that such approaches address

within-group heterogeneity to maximize effectiveness. In

doing so, tailored approaches recognize that the effects of

health messages on racial minorities are not homogenous,

but rather crucially depend on individual differences. In

turn, tailored communication approaches require practi-

tioners to develop multiple messages, as well as methods to

selectively deploy these messages to particular individuals.

Of present interest, enthusiasm for tailored health com-

munication dovetails with recent advances in message-

framing research, which has shown that message-framing

effects also depend on individual differences, including

self-construal, motivational orientation, and perceived

susceptibility (for review, Rothman & Updegraff, 2011).

Such research has also shown that cultural characteristics

may moderate message-framing effects (Uskul et al.,
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2009), further highlighting that individual differences may

also be important in cross-cultural contexts.

Although individual differences research highlights a

profound potential for tailored message-framing, evaluat-

ing culturally-tailored approaches, in which individual

differences fundamental to racial minorities form the basis

of message tailoring, has lagged (for review, Harvey &

Afful, 2011). This dearth is regrettable given that cultur-

ally-tailored approaches may be vital to addressing a range

of disparities that stem from health behavior, including

CRC screening. Tailored messaging has also not been well

evaluated alongside use of culturally-targeted messaging

strategies. Advancing research in this direction seems

crucial when insights provided by Lucas et al. (2016)

recent study are overlaid with the tailored messaging lit-

erature. Namely, simultaneously deploying targeted and

tailored communication approaches may be critical to

addressing racial health disparities that stem from behav-

ioral prevention.

One potential in-road to culturally relevant tailoring of

both gain/loss and targeted messaging is racial identity.

Racial identity refers to the unique experience of belonging

to a specific racial group (Cross, 1971). A considerable

body of research has evolved to describe the processes by

which identification with one’s race or ethnicity develops.

For example, Phinney (1989) suggested that racial minority

adolescents can be described as belonging to one of three

identity development stages that include no identity

exploration, active exploration, or committed racial iden-

tity. Beyond considering the developmental course of racial

identity, other research has endeavored to classify the ways

and extent to which individuals have ultimately identified

with their race. In turn, a handful of taxonomies have been

proposed for operationalizing and segmenting racial iden-

tity, including among African Americans. For example,

Davis et al. (2010) have proposed that racial identity

among African Americans encompasses five discrete sub-

types that include Assimilated, Afrocentric, Black Ameri-

can, Bicultural, and Multicultural forms. A forerunner to

the Davis et al. (2010) taxonomy was proposed by Sellers

et al. (1997), who developed the Multidimensional Inven-

tory of Black Identity (MIBI) to suggest that stable di-

mensions of racial identity among African Americans can

be measured along three dimensions that include centrality,

regard, and ideology. The centrality dimension of racial

identity refers to the significance of race to one’s sense of

identity, whereas regard and ideology components describe

the qualitative meaning of this identity. Of present interest,

a common thread between the MIBI and other racial

identity taxonomies is that racial identity among African

Americans can be considered first and in part by measuring

the significance of being Black to one’s self concept

(Sellers & Shelton, 2003). In turn, the centrality subscale of

the Multidimensional Inventory of Black Identity (MIBI;

Sellers et al., 1997) has emerged as an oft-used individual

difference measure to indicate the general strength with

which African American individuals identify with their

race.

In tandem to describing the development and structure

of racial identity, much attention has been given to links

between racial identity and well-being among African

Americans, and prior research has identified a potential for

both protective and deleterious effects. For example, some

research suggests that being strongly identified as a mem-

ber of one’s race or ethnicity can confer health benefits

(Smith & Silva, 2011), which may be due to the capacity of

a strong racial identity to buffer against racially-based

stressors (Sellers et al., 2006). However, research has also

suggested that racial identity may create stress vulnera-

bility by increasing sensitivity to marginalization and

racism (e.g., Romero & Roberts, 1998). Of present interest,

we suggest that racial identity could be an important

moderator of response to health messaging. In turn, the

strength of one’s racial identity may form the basis of a

culturally-relevant tailoring approach (see also, Davis

et al., 2010; Resnicow et al., 2009). This includes the

potential of racial identity to guide the responses of Afri-

can–Americans to both stand-alone and culturally-targeted

gain/loss messages. Also similar to available literature,

healthy and harmful persuasion might both result from

health communication as a function of racial identity. For

example, buffering effects of racial identity might be pro-

tective for strongly identified African Americans, who

might respond less negatively to loss framed messages.

Conversely, deleterious effects of racial identity may lead

to stronger activation of racial stressors, yielding more

negative responses to loss framed messages. Moreover,

these effects might further depend on whether loss-framed

messages are culturally-targeted.

The current research

Extending our previous research in this area (Lucas et al.,

2016), the present study sought to evaluate the potential of

racial identity to moderate how gain and loss-framed

messaging, as well as culturally-targeted messaging, affect

receptivity to engaging in CRC screening among African

Americans. Our prior research demonstrates that gain as

opposed to loss-framed messaging better compels per-

ceived personal control over CRC screening among Afri-

can Americans, though loss-framed messaging may be

compelling if it is culturally-targeted (Lucas et al., 2016).

Presently, we focus on the potential of individual differ-

ences in racial identity to further moderate this interactive

messaging pattern. We focused on the individual differ-

ences in the centrality of racial identity to one’s self con-
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cept. Although qualitative (i.e. segmented) characteriza-

tions of racial identity may also be used to consider

potential moderating effects on response to health mes-

saging, our rationale was that focusing initially and broadly

on the extent to which racial identity is close to one’s core

concept of self would provide a useful starting point—

while many measurement structures qualitatively opera-

tionalize racial identity in unique ways, a common thread is

that these structures consider strength of racial identity as a

core component. Aligned with the notion that culturally-

targeted messaging may resonate best with those who are

highly identified members of their culture, and based on

our prior findings, we predicted that culturally-targeted

loss-framed messaging would more effectively encourage

CRC screening among high racial-identity African Amer-

icans than among low racial identity African Americans.

Method

This study was conceptualized and performed in tandem to

an alternate, cross-cultural consideration of this data (Lucas

et al., 2016). Procedures for recruiting participants,

implementing CRC educational modules, and experimen-

tally manipulating messaging are therefore identical to a

previous description.

Participants

One hundred and thirty-two African–Americans were

recruited for the current study. Table 1 presents sample

sociodemographic characteristics. All participants were

recruited from Survey Sampling International (SSI); a

survey research organization that maintains a diverse pool

of over one million individuals from within the United

States. Members of the SSI survey response panel are

recruited using opt-in methods, such as email solicitation

and internet banner advertisement. All members complete

a demographic screener prior to enrolling, which enables

researchers to select desired samples and screen out ineli-

gible participants (for more information, see www.

surveysampling.com). Participants were invited by SSI if

they were 49 years or older and had never been screened

for CRC. Fifty and over was chosen based on current

guidelines (Levin et al., 2008), while recruiting participants

who were 49 years old permitted including individuals just

beginning to contemplate CRC screening. Study invitations

were delivered via email to all participants. This email

contained a link to the survey website, where a prescreen

question confirmed that participants had never received a

CRC screen (e.g., colonoscopy, fecal occult blood test,

etc.). All participants received a small financial compen-

sation from SSI in exchange for participation.

Design and procedure

This study was conducted as a 2 (message frame: gain vs.

loss) 9 2 (personal prevention: culturally-targeted vs.

none) fully crossed between-participants experimental

design. Experimental manipulations were embedded in an

online module and survey that were developed for purposes

of the current research. All responses were time-stamped,

and on average participants took approximately 20 min to

complete the entire module and survey.

The experiment was conducted in four parts. All par-

ticipants began by consenting to participate and completing

an initial set of demographic measures. In the second

phase, all participants completed a brief education module

about CRC. This module was designed both to inform

participants about colon cancer etiology and risk factors,

and to describe screening options and recommendations.

Materials in the educational module were developed using

publicly available resources provided by the Centers for

Table 1 Sample characteristics (N = 132)

Gender

Male 37 (28.0)

Female 95 (72.0)

Age

49–55 76 (57.6)

56–60 38 (28.8)

60–65 25 (18.9)

Over 65 0 (0.0)

Missing 0 (0.0)

Income

Less than $15,000 32 (24.2)

$15,000–$24,999 25 (18.9)

$25,000–$34,999 23 (17.4)

$35,000–$49,999 22 (16.7)

$50,000–$74,999 15 (11.4)

$75,000–$99,999 9 (6.8)

$100,000 and above 4 (2.3)

Missing 2 (1.5)

Education

Less than high school 1 (0.8)

High school/GED 48 (36.4)

Some college or trade school 50 (37.9)

College graduate 25 (18.9)

Professional/advanced degree 7 (5.3)

Missing 1 (0.8)

Medical insurance

None 48 (36.4)

Medicare/medicaid 29 (22.0)

Private insurance 55 (41.7)

Percentages are given in parentheses and may add to more or less than

100 due to rounding
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Disease Control and the American Cancer Society. The

third phase of the survey contained the experimental

manipulation of gain and loss messaging, as well as the

manipulation of culturally-targeted personal prevention

messaging (Table 2). All participants were randomly

assigned to receive either a gain or loss-framed message,

and approximately half of African–Americans received an

additional and culturally-targeted personal prevention

message. To ensure that messages were adequately atten-

ded to, all participants were required to check an item

indicating that they had read and understood the assigned

health message. In the final phase, all participants com-

pleted an identical set of outcome measures.

Measures

This study utilized a Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB)

measurement framework. In addition, participants com-

pleted an initial individual difference measure of racial

identity. Table 3 presents means and standard deviations,

along with bivariate subscale correlations and internal

consistency coefficients.

Theory of planned behavior

CRC attitudes, normative beliefs, perceived behavioral control,

and intentions were measured as primary outcomes. As out-

lined by the TPB, behavioral attitudes, perceptions of behav-

ioral norms and perceptions of behavioral control influence

behavioral intentions, which in turn will influence target

behaviors, such as CRC screening (Ajzen, 1985). Measures of

TPB variables were constructed following recommended pro-

cedures (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010) and used Likert-type items

that ranged from 1 (Strongly Agree) to 7 (Strongly Disagree).

Attitudes were measured using three items that included ‘ob-

taining a CRC screen would be harmful for me’ (reverse coded),

‘obtaining a CRC would be good for me,’ and ‘obtaining a CRC

screen would be worthless for me’ (reverse coded). Normative

beliefs were measured using four items including ‘most people

who are important to me think I should obtain a CRC screen,’ ‘it

is expected of me to obtain a CRC screen,’ ‘I feel under social

pressure to obtain a CRC screen,’ and ‘people who are impor-

tant to me would want me to obtain a CRC screen.’ Three items

measuring perceived control included ‘I am confident that I can

obtain a CRC screen if I wanted to,’ ‘for me to obtain a CRC

screen is easy,’ and ‘the decision to obtain a CRC screen is

beyond my control’ (reverse-coded). Intentions to be screened

were measured with three items that included ‘I expect to obtain

a CRC screen,’ ‘I want to obtain a CRC screen,’ and ‘I intend to

obtain a CRC screen.’ Four separate measures were calculated

by averaging the appropriate subscale items.

Racial identity

Participants also completed the eight-item centrality sub-

scale of the Multdimensional Inventory of Black Identity

Table 2 Gain/loss framing and cultural-targeted personal prevention message manipulations

Gain-framed message Loss-framed message Culturally-targeted personal prevention

message

Timeliness can be beneficial!

Colorectal screening effectively promotes a

life free from cancer. By participating in

recommended screenings you could remain

free from cancer and easily add years to your

life. Being screened also may make you feel

relaxed and safe about gaining a future that is

free of colorectal cancer

‘‘I have read that obtaining a colorectal cancer

screening could mean that I will add years to

my life. I understand that the next pages will

assess my feelings about colorectal cancer

screening’’

Delay can be costly!

Colorectal screening effectively reduces loss of

life from cancer. By not participating in

recommended screenings, you could neglect

a treatable cancer, and needlessly lose years

off your life. Not being screened also may

make you feel anxious and unsafe about

losing a future free from colorectal cancer

‘‘I have read that not obtaining a colorectal

cancer screening could mean that I will lose

years off my life. I understand that the next

pages will assess my feelings about

colorectal cancer screening’’

We are especially interested in your views of

colorectal cancer screening as an African–

American

Research has shown that colorectal cancer

rates in the United States are highest among

African–Americans. Some believe this

difference is largely due to controllable

factors such as personal lifestyle and

behavior decisions. Of note, some research

suggests that African–Americans do not take

responsibility for obtaining colorectal

screenings as soon or as often as members of

other ethnic groups. Thus, colorectal cancer

could be reduced if more African–Americans

took control

‘‘I have read that obtaining a colorectal cancer

screening could mean that I will lose years

off/add years to my life. I have also read that

colorectal cancer may be affected by

personal responsibility, and that the next

pages will assess my feelings about

colorectal cancer screening as an African–

American’’

Gain/loss-frames were either presented as stand-alone messages or paired with culturally-targeted personal prevention message
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(MIBI); a well-known and widely used measure of racial

identity strength among African–Americans (Sellers et al.,

1997). The centrality subscale measures the extent to which

race is a core component of self-concept. A sample item is

‘In general, being Black is an important part of my self-

image.’ Responses were collected using a Likert-type scale

that ranged from 1 (Strongly Agree) to 7 (Strongly Dis-

agree), and an overall score was calculated by averaging

subscale items.

Statistical analysis

Moderated multiple regression analyses were used to

examine interactions between message frames, culturally-

targeted messaging, and racial identity. To facilitate

interpretation, TPB subscales were mean centered prior to

analysis. Racial identity scores were also mean centered,

and interaction terms were created by multiplying racial

identity with dummy-coded vectors for message framing

(- 1 = loss-framed, 1 = gain-framed) and targeting

(- 1 = stand-alone, 1 = culturally-targeted). Hierarchical

multiple regressions were then performed on each of the

four TPB outcomes. The main effects of racial identity and

both messaging vectors were entered on the first step of

each regression, while the three two-way interaction terms

were entered on the second step. Our primary focus was on

the hypothesized three-way interaction of racial identity

with both messaging manipulations, which was entered on

the third and final step. Significance was evaluated using r

square change and individual regression weights. Because

our sample size was moderate, we interpreted coefficients

as suggestive if the significance of both r square change

and the regression weight were p\ .10. Significant inter-

actions were then probed separately for low and high racial

identity (Aiken & West, 1991). To ensure a sufficient

number of participants and a stable interpretation, cases

one quarter standard deviation above and below the racial

identity mean were selected when probing interactions.

Prior to conducting multiple regressions, we considered

the potential to include sociodemographic characteristics

presented in Table 1 as covariates. Independent samples

t tests revealed no gender differences in any of the four

TPB measures (p’s = .070–.805). Likewise, a one way

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) suggested no mean dif-

ferences in TPB measures as a function of health insurance

status for each of attitudes, normative beliefs and intentions

(p’s = .855–.970). However, perceived control was affec-

ted by insurance status (F (2, 129) = 21.041, p\ .001).

Post hoc comparisons using least significant difference

(LSD) revealed that participants with no health insurance

reported lower perceived personal control over obtaining

CRC screening than participants with either Medicare/

Medicaid or private insurance (p’s\ .001). Pearson cor-

relations revealed that TPB variables were not significantly

associated with age (p’s = .814–.991), or education

(p’s = .090–.926). For income, only normative beliefs was

significantly associated (r = .256, p = .003). Based on

these preliminary considerations, we also evaluated nor-

mative beliefs and perceived control regression models

while including insurance status and income as covariates,

if an unadjusted regression model suggested a significant or

potential effect of racial identity.1

Results

Table 4 presents multiple regression results. Notable two-

way interactions between the framing and culturally tar-

geted messaging manipulations emerged for both CRC

screening attitudes and perceived control. These interac-

tions did not involve racial identity, and a substantive

consideration of is provided elsewhere (Lucas et al., 2016).

Of present interest, effects of racial identity were most

evident for normative beliefs. Notably, there was a trending

main effect of racial identity on normative beliefs, which

suggested that racial identity was positively associated with

Table 3 Means, SD internal consistency coefficients, and bivariate associations (N = 132)

Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5

1. Attitudes 6.29 1.01 .67

2. Norms 4.68 1.27 .25** .70

3. Perceived control 5.44 1.46 .18* .06 .69

4. Intentions 5.52 1.27 .53*** .44*** .23* .92

5. MIBI—centrality 4.17 1.00 .06 .16+ .02 .19* .63

Cronbach’s Alpha reported on diagonal in bold
+ p\ .10., *p\ .05, **p\ .01, ***p\ .001

1 Although participants were randomly assigned, a one-way ANOVA

conducted during preliminary analysis also revealed that racial

identity scores significantly differed across the four experimental cells

(F (3, 128) = 3.069, p = .030). To further ensure fidelity, all statis-

tical analyses were repeated using within-cell standardized scores for

racial identity. The subsequently described results were not signifi-

cantly affected by this standardization. For simplicity, we report only

the results without standardization.
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normative beliefs about CRC screening (D r2 = .024,

b = .153, p = .087). A significant two-way interaction

between message-framing and racial identity also emerged

for normative beliefs (D r2 = .048, b = - .178, p = .047),

and a significant three-way interaction suggested that this

interaction was further qualified by use of culturally-tar-

geted messaging (D r2 = .027, b = - .167, p = .057). As

seen in Fig. 1, there were no differences in normative

beliefs about CRC screening among low identity African–

Americans exposed to loss-framed messaging (stand-alone

loss M = - .37, SD = .93 vs. targeted loss M = - .38,

SD = 1.35; d = .01). However, targeted gain-framed mes-

saging was associated with stronger normative beliefs (s-

tand-alone gain M = - .82, SD = 1.82 vs. paired gain

M = .42, SD = .79; d = .88). Among high racial identity

African–Americans, normative beliefs were stronger for

the targeted loss-framed message (stand-alone loss

M = .11, SD = 1.20 vs. targeted loss M = .63., SD = 1.31;

d = .41), while the paired gain-framed message was asso-

ciated with lower normative beliefs (stand-alone gain

M = .25, SD = .78 vs. targeted gain M = - .37, SD = .99;

d = .70). Including income as a covariate in the moderated

multiple regression slightly attenuated both the two-way

message-framing 9 racial identity interaction

(b = - .157, p = .077), and the three-way interaction that

included culturally-targeted messaging (b = - .147,

p = .093), though the pattern of mean differences was not

affected.

A trending main effect suggested that racial identity was

also positively associated with intending to be screened for

CRC (D r2 = .024, b = .153, p = .087). Moreover, a

trending two-way interaction with message-framing quali-

fied this main effect (D r2 = .026, b = - .147, p = .100).

Among low identity African Americans, loss-framed

messaging deleteriously affected CRC screening intentions

(loss M = - .676, SD = 1.645 vs. gain M = - .125,

SD = 1.390; d = .36), whereas among high identity Afri-

can Americans loss-framed messaging enhanced screening

intentions (loss M = .597, SD = 1.444 vs. gain M = .196,

SD = 1.544; d = .27). Unlike normative beliefs, the two-

way interaction of framing and racial identity was not

further qualified by use of culturally-targeted messaging (D
r2 = .004, b = - .066, p = .456).

Table 4 Message manipulations and racial identity predicting receptivity to colorectal cancer screening (N = 132)

Attitudes Norms Perceived control Intentions

Step 1 Model D r2 .008 .024 .027 .037

Framing .055 .028 .086 .041

Targeted .041 - .027 .135 .001

Racial identity .069 .153* .034 .195**

Step 2 Model D r2 .033 .048* .036 .026

Framing 9 targeted - .167* - .016 - .192** .038

Framing 9 racial identity - .092 - .178** - .054 - .147*

Targeted 9 identity .033 - .165 - .023 - .052

Step 3 Model D r2 .008 .027* .004 .004

Framing 9 targeted 9 racial identity .044 - .167* - .067 - .066

Coefficients are standardized regression weights. For framing (- 1 = loss-framed; 1 = gain-framed). For targeted (- 1 = stand-alone;

1 = culturally-targeted)

**p B .05, *p B .10

Fig. 1 Message manipulations, racial identity, and normative beliefs about colorectal cancer screening
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Discussion

This study suggests a potential moderating effect of racial

identity on message-framing, which may further depend on

the use of culturally-targeted messaging. Although gain-

framed messaging resulted in stronger normative beliefs

about CRC screening among African–Americans who were

low in racial identity, loss-framed messaging produced

stronger normative beliefs among those who were high in

racial identity. Crucially, these effects were most pro-

nounced for normative beliefs when gain/loss messaging

was accompanied by a culturally-targeted self-help mes-

sage about preventing CRC. That is, high racial identity

revealed the theoretically predicted effect of loss-framed

messaging on African Americans, especially when this

message was also culturally-targeted.

Although message-framing research has identified sev-

eral individual difference moderators of gain/loss messag-

ing (Rothman & Updegraff, 2011), as well as moderating

effects of culture (Uskul & Oyserman, 2010), there have

been few attempts to explore moderating effects of cul-

turally-relevant individual differences. Our findings sug-

gest that effects of message-framing may depend on the

strength with which a racial minority individual identifies

as a member of his or her racial or ethnic group. Among

highly-identified African–Americans, a stand-alone gain-

framed message better compelled normative beliefs about

CRC screening than a stand-alone loss-framed message.

However, highly-identified African Americans were over-

all most receptive to CRC screening when a culturally-

targeted loss-framed message was deployed. Thus, results

suggest that for highly-identified African Americans, gain-

framed messaging, as well as culturally-targeted loss-

framed messaging, both may be fruitful health communi-

cation approaches. Moreover, messaging effects that are

consistent with predictions of prospect theory may emerge

for high racial identity African Americans when gain/loss

messages are culturally-targeted. Among low identity

African Americans, gain and loss-framed messaging effects

were consistent with predictions derived from prospect

theory when these messages were not culturally-targeted.

However, culturally-targeted gain-framed messaging was

overall most compelling, suggesting cultural differences in

the effects of message-framing may also be evident among

low identity African Americans when culturally-targeted

messaging and message-framing are simultaneously

deployed. Taken together, results for high and low racial

identity illuminate that targeted and tailored messaging

strategies both may be needed to effectively communicate

about CRC screening with African Americans, who may

vary considerably form one another in the extent to which

racial identity is a core component of the self.

An additional contribution of this research is provided

by linking racial identity to the normative beliefs compo-

nent of the TPB. Some research has suggested that nor-

mative beliefs are a stronger predictor of intentions and

behavior among highly-identified group members (e.g.,

Fielding et al., 2008). The present findings corroborate this

research to the extent that we observed main and moder-

ating effects of racial identity especially on normative

beliefs. However, our results also show that effects of

racial identity on normative beliefs were apparent for both

high and low racial identity African Americans, depending

on the use of specific messaging, suggesting that the nor-

mative beliefs channel may operate at both ends of the

racial identity spectrum. One important future direction

encompasses exploring how racial identity intertwines with

health cognition and behavior via specific facets of the

normative beliefs channel (e.g., Cialdini et al., 1990;

Manning, 2009). For example, future research might con-

sider whether racial identity more strongly intersects with

descriptive norms, concerning perceptions about what

others generally do (e.g., most people obtain CRC

screening), versus injunctive norms, concerning percep-

tions about what others think should be done (e.g., most

people believe obtaining CRC screening is a good thing).

Future research should also specify and consider how racial

identity affects general versus culture-specific normative

beliefs (e.g., beliefs about CRC screening held by other

Americans vs. other African Americans), which may be

vital to disparities-focused applications of these health

communication approaches.

Observing that racial identity affects CRC screening

through the normative beliefs channel also carries potential

theoretical implications within the message-framing liter-

ature. Of note, prospect theory has long suggested that

affecting perceived risk underlies message-framing effects.

The present findings underscore that perceived risk may be

calculated not only in terms of personal health risk, but also

in terms of perceived social risk, as individuals appear to

consult their normative beliefs in deciding whether to

partake in recommended CRC screening. We note that

some judgements frameworks have more strongly empha-

sized social risk perception than prospect theory. For

example, deviance regulation theory proposes that people

regulate their beliefs and behavior more based on social

consequences of deviating from usual practices than on the

perceived basis of conformity (Blanton et al., 2001). In

turn, accompanying research has shown that message-

framing effects depend in important ways on beliefs about

usual practices (Blanton et al., 2001). It is possible that the

presently observed effects of message-framing and racial

identity on normative beliefs similarly suggest that social

rather than personal risk perception may be at the core of

some message-framing effects. More generally, the current
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findings may align with recent efforts to move beyond the

prospect theory framework and the risk-framing hypothesis

to consider how else message frames might alter preventive

health behavior (Van’t Riet et al., 2016).

Several limitations suggest cautious interpretation and

future direction. First, this study did not measure CRC

screening behavior. Future research must consider whether

moderating effects of racial identity extend beyond CRC

screening intentions to affect actual CRC screening

behavior. Related, and due in part to a relatively modest

sample size, there were many instances of only trending

statistical significance, including for CRC screening

intentions. In this respect, the present study should be

considered preliminary and should serve as a starting point

for larger and more definitive research that considers the

potential moderating influence of racial identity on mes-

sage-framing. This caveat holds especially for interpreta-

tion of the reported-three way interaction of message-

framing with racial identity and cultural-targeting. Indeed,

a more stable phenomenon may involve the two-way

interaction of message-framing with racial identity, which

was observed for both normative beliefs and screening

intentions, such that adjunctive cultural-targeting may be

less essential. A second limitation is that this research only

measured one aspect of racial identity, which has been

more often conceptualized as a multidimensional construct

(Phinney, 1992; Sellers et al., 1997). While the centrality of

race to one’s own identity is often used as a singular and

convenient representation of identity strength in the

available literature, other aspects of racial identity may also

be vital to uptake of health communication. Along these

lines, the current study should be interpreted only as con-

sidering the moderating influence of racial identity

strength, or more precisely, the importance of one’s race to

one’s self concept. Future studies should assess additional

aspects, including the specific qualitative meaning of a

strong racial identity, which may take one of several forms

and could reveal more complex segmentation strategies for

developing effective culturally-tailored messaging (e.g.,

Davis et al., 2010; Resnicow et al., 2009). A third limita-

tion is that the present study only included African

Americans. This focus was practical given extant CRC

screening disparities in the United States. Nonetheless, we

cannot address whether racial identity would similarly

moderate both message-framing and culturally-targeted

messaging approaches in other racial groups. A fourth and

related limitation, the current study only examined one

approach to culturally-targeted messaging. Self-help is a

health messaging approach that prior research suggests

may be culturally enshrined among African Americans

(Neighbors et al., 1994, 2012). However, there are

numerous alternative approaches to culturally-targeted

messaging, both for African Americans and other cultural

groups (for review, Kreuter et al., 2003). Along these lines,

one important limitation of the current study is that mod-

erating effects of culturally-targeted messaging cannot be

considered beyond the context of self-help messaging.

Limitations notwithstanding, this research provides a

critical insight in suggesting that tailored health messaging

may accompany the use of culturally-targeted messaging to

more effectively address disparities in behavioral preven-

tion. Among African Americans, racial identity may be a

key individual difference to consider when designing and

deploying health communication messages and programs,

especially to the extent that individual differences in the

strength of racial identity may alter the effects of general

and culturally-targeted messaging approaches.
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